Operative Akinesia. -The enormous influence of the extra-ocular muscles on the intra-ocular pressure demonstrates the necessity for adequate akinesia in all intra-ocular operations. When it is remembered that a relatively mild contraction of the orbicularis raises the intra-ocular pressure from 27 to 53 mm. Hg, the danger of loss of vitreous in a cataract extraction is obvious unless this muscle is thrown out of action. It follows that in all such operations the orbicularis should be paralysed, either by injection of the facial nerve as it crosses the ramus of the mandible or by a local injection around the orbit: the former method is the prettier, the latter the easier and more certain. Further, the action of looking down raises the pressure of the eye by the contraction of the recti, a rise which becomes quite marked if the action is forced. If every precaution is to be taken, a retro-bulbar injection of novocaine should be employed. This should be employed as a very dilute (0 25 or 05 per cent.) solution injected immediately before commencing the operation so that the muscles are not wholly paralysed but merely weakened, allowing the patient to look down but not to do so forcibly; or alternatively, a stitch should be inserted into the superior rectus so that the eye can be adequately controlled. Such a procedure incidentally infiltrates the ciliary ganglion thus rendering the inner eye completely anaesthetic, and results in a degree of immobility and control which has to be seen to be believed.
THE BRITISH JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY have seen the book. Nor could Hirschberg find it in either the German or English libraries.
T. H. Shastid, in the American Encyclopaedia of Ophthalmology, gives theo same title as Hirschberg, and adds that the book seems to be no longer extant.
The Dictionary of National Biography gives a different name for Read's book: "A short but exact Account of all the Diseases i-ncidental to the Eyes," whilst the date is the same, 1706. The book was' obviously seen by the writer of the notice (Thomas Seccombe) for a reference is made to some of its contents ( Title page of book described in Dictionary of National Biography and by R. R. James.
by Read's styptic water reported in "the latter portion of the work.") R. R. James gives an excellent account of the book mentioned in the Dictionary of National Biography. James states that the work is " rather aL scarce item; the Library of the Ophthalmological Society does not contain a copy of it, but there is one in the Library of the Royal Society of Medicine." The transcript given of the title page does not contain any date of publication, but James states that the book appeared in 1706.
To this information, conflicting as to the title of the book published by Read in 1706, must be added the fact that the book as given by Dictionarv of NatiQnal Biography and James, is entered in the Catalogue' of the British Mulseum as a second edition. (No first edition of a book by Read is entered). The fact that the book is a second edition seems to be taken from the title page, which states "The Second Edition, Corrected," a statement also to be found on the copy in the possession of the Royal Society of Medicine (Fig. 1 Read, 'quack, 'moiintebank and oculist to Queen Anne, and to George the First,' is the author of two books on the disealses of the eyes, both published in 1706; 'one of these books went into a second edition; and of these three books, only three copies of the second edition of "A Short but Exact, etc.," are extant. The position, however, is distinctly less complicated. The difficulty is solved by a copy in the possession of the Royal College of Surgeons. This bears the title indicated by Hirschberg, as can be seen from the accompanying photograph (Fig. 2) . No other copy of this work could be traced in London.
A comparison of these two books shows the text is identical, in spite of the diflerent title pages. The "second edition, corrected" of " A short but exact Account, etc." is not a second edition of a first edition no longer extant, but of the presumably earlier " Treatise of the Eyes." Furthermore, the "second edition corrected" is certainly not more than a reprint in which there is no modification to the extent of a comma; the type had clearly not been reset.
The title pages of both these books are undated. But, in the "Treatise of the Eyes " there is a subsidiary title page which follows p. 162 and precedes the " Practical observations relating to extraordinary diseases of the eyes." This 'page is shown in Fig. 3 corrected " by the simple process of excision, and the only other change in the book is the substitution of a different main title page. It should also be added that the original issue contains four pages at the end of the book, which are missing in the re-issue, these consisting of two-and-a-half pages of publisher's announcements of 
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other books, the rest being blank. It would, therefore, appear that a second edition was never printed, the remains of the first and only edition being done up to bring out a "second edition, corrected." Presumably it was brought out after 1706, this probably being the reason why the subsidiary title page with its date was cut out. What reasons prompted Read to do this is not a matter of great significance. That some difference with the publisher was the cause is suggested by the fact that the title page of the first issue bears the imprint of the publisher; in the later title page the publisher's name is omitted and instead that of the printer and bookseller appears. Support to this view is lent by the omission in the re-issue of the four end pages containing the publisher's announcements.
Thus do Read's two Ophthalmic books, one of which went into a second edition, become reduced to one and the same production and publicatioIi. The book is thus a most incongruouis production. There is able introductory matter in which good clinical observations are sadly mixed up with " a decided smack of Culpepper " as James puts it. This is followed by a good account of the current teaching of the diseases of the eye, but the description of the anatomy and physiology of the eye is decidedly behind the times. Coming on top of these expositions, written dispassionately and on the whole in a satisfactory manner, is the final section which is a puirely personal vainglorious rhodomontade. There is a scientific approach in the first two sections, though one section strikes a personal note and the other is in the strict tradition of good text-book writing. But the third section betrays no scientific knowledge or critical faculty whatever; the author's dexterous Hand and Styptick Water is the burden of its song-admittedly sung for the .SIR WILLIAM READ'S TREATISE OF THE EYES Benefit of the Publick. Only a man who at one and the same time could be ignorant and yet full of knowledge of Greek and Arabian literature, thoroughly uncritical and yet a good and honest observer, vell acquainted with the classical medical literature, and yet totally oblivious of revolutionary changes introduced during the centuiry preceding his own period-could possibly have written Read's Treatise of the Eyes. The impossible creature postulated never existed, not even in the person of Read, and Read's book could never have been written by Sir William Read. But if the oculist did not write it, the mountebank had a good deal to do with it.
It was the mountebank who came across a copy of "A treatise of one hundred and thirteene diseases of the Eyes, and Eye-Liddes. The second time published, with some profitable additions of certain principles and experiments, by Richard Banister, Mr. in Chyrurgery, Oculist and Practitioner in Physicke . . . London . . . 1622." No subsequent edition of this book is known, so it is likely to have been forgotten and scarce by 1706, and posterity is indebted to Read that he gave it a new lease of life at the beginning of the 18th century, for it did not deserve oblivion. That Read should have seen fit to pass it off as his own production is a doubtful compliment to the excellency of this book; perhaps posterity ought to be grateful that he did not attempt to improve it before re-publication.
The incongruity of Sir William Read's Treatise of the Eyes is not a problem of a multiple personality of the author; it is merely the expression of an ill-balanced juxta-apposition. The first and second parts of Read's book, one giving the personal experience of an honest observer and the other a systematic though out-of-date treatise on the eyes is "lifted " from Banister. Read's own contribution consists of the third part-an achievement that is not incongruous with Read's (Fig. 2) . The third section, running to 30 pages, is an unacknowledged reprint of Walter Bailey's "A briefe Treatise concerning the preseruation of the Eye-sight." Pp. 399-477 are taken up by an introduction of two pages and by a 41-page "Discourse of the Scorby" and a 34-page essay on "The nature and divers kinds of Cancers or Cankers," the first essay being
